JCMT Workshop Summary

- Workshop well attended: New Vibrant Community in place since 1 year ago
- Broad Science being covered
- Emphasis is on Wide-Field Imaging (10,000 pixels)
- JCMT is a new facility for EA regions
- EAO Community is “new blood” for JCMT
- People = Brain Power, is the most important Asset
- Large Programs going well
- VLBI may be, will be, very important
- We will improve the instruments by factor of 10

- impression: good community in place with broad agenda and ready to compete!
- next meeting: Korea in 2018
Charges to the Community

• Organize, Organize, Organize
• Collaborate across the regions: increase manpower
• Must Publish at “significant benchmarks”
• Send young people to the Instrument: hands-on training
• Assert your “Ownership” of JCMT
• Push the Instrument Requirements: make us respond
• Push your Support Requirements: make us respond
• Improve Quantity of Science
• Improve Quality of Science
• New Programs should be Aggressive and Multi-Purpose
• JCMT is just “one” of the EAO facilities
• EAO/JCMT is here to serve your Interests and your Future

be clever, fully utilize large time